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follow up such activity. When the modules’ digital model is ma-
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de in GeoGebra ready, those can be 3D-printed as part of an innovative challenge.

Logifaces (http://logifaces.com/) is an awardExperience Workshop STEAM Network's
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OTHER
STEAM
MANIPULATIVES

(www.experienceworkshop.org) educational collec-

Switching between various modeling systems can contribute to

tion. The Logifaces implements 3D-shapes in providing logical and creative challenges through simple

study the same phenomena from different perspectives and gain
new insights based on the different characteristics of the physi-

problem-solving activities for various educational

cal toolkit.

winning geometric puzzle from the Finland-based

contexts and age groups. Currently, an international
group of educational experts, including teachers of
different subjects, researchers, and designers from
Austria, Finland, Hungary, and Serbia, are collaborating on the "Logifaces: analogue game for digital
minds" Erasmus+ project to extend the applications
of the game from mathematics to further domains.
This poster presents some of the initial results of the
project, focused mainly on Logifaces potentials in
developing creative problem-solving through embo-

Bodily modeling Logifaces modules in Lauder Javne School,
Budapest.

died learning experiences and innovations in the
mathematics class.

CONTEXT OF THE STUDY The Logifaces toolkit successfully inspires playful and embodied learning experiences even in traditional classroom settings, and offering apparent connections between mathematical problem-solving and design- or art-based challenges. The
toolkit has the potentials to develop spatial, visual, and
computational thinking and to engage students in multidisciplinary learning projects to explore various phenomena from scientific and artistic perspectives and improve key competences.
THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK
Physical and embodied experience's connections to mathematical concepts have several consequences to mathematics learning

Logifaces toolkit made of wood and concrete (top). The
"wrong" (bottom left) and "correct" (bottom right) ways of assembling three different Logifaces blocks. Photos: Matias Kaukolinna.
The basic gameplay can be adapted to various age groups.
Besides the instructions, Logifaces players can be also encouraged to invent their games and create their geometrical art with
the sets.

JOINT DEVELOPMENT OF LOGICAL AND MANIPULATIVE SKILLS
In early childhood and elementary education, children can try to

Logifaces modeled with GeoGebra. Photo: Matias Kaukolinna.

create e.g. animal shapes from Logifaces modules: a cat, a snake,
a butterfly, a fish. Pattern recognition, tactile and visual perception are involved in this kind of problem-solving activity. The activity can take place as an individual or a collaborative session.

(e.g., Nemirovsky & Ferrara, 2009; Núñez, Edwards & Matos,
1999; Radford 2009). Theories on the relationship between bodily schemas and cognitive domains (Johnson, 1987), experiences and linguistic forms (Lakoff & Johnson, 1999), gesture
and speech (Lakoff & Núñez, 2000), spatial/geometrical concepts
and multiplicity of perceptual experiences based on body move-

Logifaces modeled with 4Dframe. Photo: Matias Kaukolinna.

ments (Rizzolatti et al., 1997) contribute to the sophisticated interpretation of mathematical conceptions. Considering verbal,
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tactile, and other perceptual interactions, gestures, spatial move-

tials in embodied mathematics learning.

ments, and object manipulations in different configurations for
conceptual understanding, lead to different approaches in mathematics learning design. Various activities, which shift the
emphasis from the verbal articulation of knowledge (e.g., reports,
tests, speech) to children's bodily engagement in the learning
process (Kim et al., 2011) are enriching assessment and cognitive
development in mathematics education. The implementation of
manipulating objects, modeling, drawing, measuring, physical
movement, and other embodied performative actions as part of
individual and collaborative problem-solving activities are supporting the interplay between the verbal and non-verbal modes
in mathematical knowledge development.

LOGIFACES: AN ARTISTIC GAME FOR EMBODIED
MATHEMATICS LEARNING
The Logifaces sets are including nine or sixteen different truncated triangular prisms. Each triangular truncated prism is distinguishable through the height of the three vertices that can be
one, two, or three units. The goal is to arrange the modules next
to each other to build a continuous surface without any disruptions. Even though it sounds simple, the game is logically quite demanding, and there are millions of variations.

Logifaces is a creative game with educational poten-



Playing Logifaces is a creative and fun activity for
various age groups and there are many game ideas

Animal shapes modeled with Logifaces.

EMBODIED LEARNING OF COMBINATORICS
E.g. 3-person student groups can easily model Logifaces modules by body-movement. Matching the literally embodied Logifaces modules becomes a real embodied learning experience in an
engaging, playful, collaborative problem-solving framework. In
addition to the community building aspects, this activity can
help to change perspective and gain a deeper understanding of
the geometric forms.

DIGITAL MODELING OF LOGIFACES MODULES WITH
THE GEOGEBRA DYNAMIC GEOMETRY SOFTWARE
AND 3D-PRINTING
Creating the digital model of the Logifaces modules in GeoGebra
requires the extensive exploration of each module’s geometrical
structure. Several problems, e.g. calculating the area, or the volume of the modules, measurement of the various angles can
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that are yet to be discovered.
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